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Abstract

Species responses to climate change are o�en measured at broad spatiotemporal scales; however,
this can miss �ne-scale changes that may take place more quickly and be more directly relevant to
local conservation and �sheries management decisions. Here, we develop a �ne-scale geostatisti-
cal approach to assess how �sh distributions have been shaped by local changes in temperature
and dissolved oxygen over a recent decade of warming in the northeast Paci�c. We estimate dis-
tribution change by maturity class (juvenile, mature) for �� demersal �sh species using spatiotem-
poral models that allow depth preferences to vary. Across species, biomass trends were associated
negatively with warming and positively with dissolved oxygen. In contrast, when trends in both
biomass and climatewere converted to velocities—the speed and direction an organismwould have
to move to maintain consistent conditions—the e�ect of temperature change di�ered depending
on local conditions. In the warmest locations, warming velocities were associated with negative
biotic velocities for �� of �� species-maturity combinations, and yet were almost always associated
with stable or positive biotic velocities in the coolest locations (�� of ��). A�er accounting for the
e�ect of temperature, dissolved oxygen velocities were associated with biotic velocities for ⇠��%
of species. However, this relationship was negative more o�en than positive, which suggests a
mechanism other than hypoxia avoidance—possibly changes in primary production. We also ex-
amined relationships between these e�ects and each species’ ecology, but did not �nd any strong
relationships. Evidence of spatially consistent biomass declines (negative biotic velocity) in the
warmest locations and increases in cooler locations suggests a redistribution of species with the
potential for new ecological and �sheries interactions. Our approach identi�es which species and
locations are likely to be most vulnerable to these changes using methods that are �exible across
scales relevant to conservation and �sheries management.
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Introduction

Managing the impacts of a rapidly changing climate on ecological communities, particularly those
that provide food for humans, is a critical challenge facing society (e.g., Doney et al. ����). An in-
crease in atmospheric CO� is not only causing increases in both mean ocean temperature and the
frequency of extreme heat waves (Frölicher et al. ����), but is also a�ecting pa�erns of circulation,
productivity, and marine chemistry (Pörtner et al. ����). Combined, these environmental changes
can impact the distribution and abundance of many ecologically and commercially important �sh
species, leading to local loss of some species, colonizations, and changes in species interactions
and bycatch composition (e.g., Pinsky and Fogarty ����, Garcı́a Molinos et al. ����, Morley et al.
����). Furthermore, such changes can lead to temporary climate-induced hyperstability—catch
rates that remain high despite population declines—if organisms move towards preferred habitat
during population decline, or if population density increases faster than range expansion during
population growth (the basin model of density-dependent habitat selection theory; MacCall ����,
�orson et al. ����b). Because traditional stock assessment methods, �sheries regulations, and
choices regarding habitat protection generally assume stationary species distributions, new meth-
ods that anticipate and incorporate the e�ects of climate change on species distributions will be
crucial for successful resource management in the future (Hare et al. ����, Bell et al. ����).

Species responses to climate change are o�en studied along range edges (Parmesan and Yohe
����, Sunday et al. ����, Fredston et al. ����, Fredston-Hermann et al. ����) or as aggregate in-
dices (e.g., at species or region levels; Pinsky et al. ����, �orson et al. ����a, Morley et al. ����).
�e centre of gravity is perhaps the most commonly used measure of changes in distribution for
marine �shes (e.g., Perry et al. ����, Rindorf and Lewy, Dulvy et al. ����, Nye et al. ����, Adams
et al. ����, Rooper et al. ����). However, these approaches can overlook �ne-scale spatial variation
that may be important for understanding species responses (Oldfather et al. ����) and distribution
shi�s may take longer to manifest at aggregate scales. Aggregate measures such as the centre of
gravity are also challenging to interpret and apply in cases where both surveys and management
actions are constrained by geographic or political boundaries that partition the distribution of a
species. Indeed, laboratory experiments have demonstrated that thermal tolerances and optimums
can di�er sub-regionally (e.g., Pörtner et al. ����) and there is evidence that warm range edges have
shi�ed further north than expected and cold range edges contracted southward (in the northern
hemisphere), which suggest roles for competition, depredation, and/or density dependent habitat
selection (Fredston et al. ����). Despite this, projections of future species’ distributions o�en as-
sume that responses to climate variables are consistent across space and time (e.g., Morley et al.
����). While coarse-scale changes can be informative for long-term planning, changes in local
abundances at �ner spatial scales will likely occur more quickly due to the shorter dispersal dis-
tances involved and may be more informative in steering local conservation actions.

Local velocities are commonly used to quantify changes at �ner spatial scales than captured
in population-wide indices (e.g., Brito-Morales et al. ����). A local climate velocity represents the
movement of an isocline—a boundary along which a climate metric is constant. More intuitively,
a climate velocity gives the speed and direction an individual must move to maintain a constant
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climate condition (e.g., temperature) (Loarie et al. ����). Gradient-based estimates of climate ve-
locity are calculated as a trend in a climate metric through time (e.g., temperature trend), which
can be positive or negative, divided by the local gradient in space comprised of a magnitude and
direction (see Methods Eq. ��; Table �; Burrows et al. ����). �ese velocities scale local climate
trends to emphasize locations where climate is relatively consistent across a neighbourhood of
cells. Alternatively, analog-based velocities are estimated using search algorithms that identify
nearest climate matches within a user-de�ned threshold of change from the reference cell con-
ditions (Hamann et al. ����). While analog-based velocity estimates can be more geographically
precise, the choice of thresholds and other statistical properties (e.g., clumpiness) make them less
useful than gradient-based local velocities for meta-analysis (Ordonez and Williams ����).

Changes in abundance, density, or probability of species occurrence can also be expressed as
velocities (e.g, Serra-Diaz et al. ����, Comte and Grenouillet ����, Alabia et al. ����). When applied
to species distribution models, these are referred to as biotic velocities and can be thought of as the
minimum distance one would have to move to maintain an equivalent degree of habitat suitabil-
ity (Carroll et al. ����, Comte and Grenouillet ����). Similarly to climate velocity, a positive local
biotic velocity is associated with an increase in habitat suitability at the focal location and a nega-
tive value represents a decline in suitability. �e magnitude of the velocity estimates the distance
to the nearest location that is predicted to match the original probability of occurrence or abun-
dance. Because changes in climate may cause shi�s in �sh population density before range shi�s
based on presence-absence are clearly detectable, abundance and biomass-based models of species
distributions are potentially more sensitive to local change than simple occupancy estimates.

Bo�om-trawl �sheries tend to capture a taxonomically and ecologically diverse suite of �shes.
For example, the ground�sh bo�om-trawl �shery in Canadian Paci�c waters encounters >���
species (Anderson et al. ����), many of which are managed via an individual transferable quota
system with ���% at-sea and dockside monitoring (Turris ����, Wallace et al. ����, DFO ����).
Random depth-strati�ed �shery-independent bo�om trawl surveys have been ��ed with conduc-
tivity, temperature, depth (CTD), and dissolved oxygen (DO) sensors since ����. In addition to
estimates of biomass density for each species captured in the surveys, data on size distributions
and reproductive maturity are collected for many species (Anderson et al. ����). Collectively, these
species occupy a large range of depths, especially along the shelf edge where short movements
can result in large environmental changes, and vary in their potential for behavioural responses
to climate. For example, some species are migratory or highly mobile (e.g., Sable�sh, Anoplopoma
�mbria, many �at�sh species), while others are relatively sedentary (e.g., many species of rock�sh,
Sebastes spp.).

Here, we explore the extent to which ground�sh distributions in the northeast Paci�c have
been shaped by local temperature and DO trends and velocities over a decade spanning a rela-
tively cool period through a recent marine heat wave (Okey et al. ����, Frölicher and Lau�ö�er
����). We do this by quantifying broad pa�erns and species-level relationships between climatic
and biotic change in order to answer the following questions: (�) Are local changes in bo�om
temperature or DO correlated with changes in local ground�sh densities, and are these e�ects
stronger in already warm or low-oxygen regions? For example, has local warming had a larger
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e�ect in locations that are already at the warm-extreme of a species’ local distribution? (�) How
do these relationships di�er between the spatial contexts captured by gradient-based velocities vs.
their component trends? (�) How do these e�ects vary between species and are they correlated
with life-history characteristics such as age and growth rate; or ecological traits such as depth
range, latitude, trophic level, foraging zone, or sociality? We address these questions by using
spatiotemporal models applied to a decade of survey-derived climate and species density data,
and then assess relationships between velocities of biotic and climatic change for �� commonly
encountered species using a geostatistically explicit hierarchical analysis that controls for change
in both temperature and DO.

Methods

Survey data

We analyzed biomass density distributions and morphometric data for �� species of ground�sh
that were regularly encountered by �sheries-independent bo�om-trawl surveys and are widely
distributed within Canadian Paci�c waters (Table S�). �e surveys were strati�ed within four
regions, two of which were surveyed in odd years (Hecate Strait and�een Charlo�e Sound) and
two in even years (West Coast Vancouver Island and West Coast Haida Gwaii) since at least ����.
Each region was sampled over the same month-long period between late May and early August in
each survey year. Combined, these surveys covered most of the upper continental slope and shelf
in Paci�c Canada and shared similar random depth-strati�ed designs, �shing gear, and �shing
protocols (Sinclair et al. ����). We only included tows of > 15 minutes duration and converted
total biomass of each species to a biomass density based on the speed, distance covered, and net
opening (e.g., Williams et al. ����, Anderson et al. ����). Biological sampling protocols varied
among species, depending on size of catch and commercial importance. In general, catches of
between ��–�� �sh were sexed, weighed and measured individually, while larger catches were
subsampled and, for commercially important species, data on maturity and otoliths for aging were
collected.

Estimating spatiotemporal variation in maturity-speci�c �sh biomass density

Because ontogenetic shi�s in habitat, particularly depth, are well documented for ground�sh
species (e.g., Mindel et al. ����, Barbeaux and Hollowed ����, Li et al. ����), we estimated biomass
densities separately for mature and immature size classes whenever possible. Maturity was not
assessed for certain Chondrichthyans, or when catches were particularly low. To do this, we �rst
estimated length at ��% maturity as de�ned by gonadal development stages using ogives �t as
sex-speci�c logistic regressions to individual specimens (see Supplementary Methods). To split
the estimated biomass density per tow into mature and immature components, we calculated the
summed biomass of all measured �sh that were above (for mature) or below (for immature) the
length-at-��%maturity threshold, divided by the total biomass of all measured �sh, and multiplied
this ratio by the estimated biomass density for each tow. For each tow that resulted in too small
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a catch for detailed measurements to have been taken, we applied the mean ratio from all mea-
sured tows to estimate mature biomass (applied to a median of �% [range �–��%] of each species’
total sampled biomass). For species without any maturity data, we assumed that the total biomass
estimate represented the mature population, because mature individuals are larger, and therefore
likely to be numerically dominant (* in Table S�). However, it is possible that biomass sampled
in some areas was actually dominated by immature individuals, particularly for the skate species,
whose mean lengths fall close to the sizes at maturity found in Love (����).

We modelled spatiotemporal biomass density separately for mature and immature �sh of each
species using spatial GLMMs. Environmental variables, such as temperature, may be included in
these models explicitly and can be used to assess the vulnerability or tolerance of a given species
to change (Godefroid et al. ����). However, such approaches require strong assumptions (e.g.,
that e�ects are constant through both time and space). Instead, we use a climate-agnostic ver-
sion of a species distribution model with a spatiotemporal random e�ect structure to estimate
local variability in biomass density change. Our models relied on spatial random e�ects to cap-
ture unmeasured components of habitat suitability and allow suitability to change through time
without making assumptions about the shape of species-speci�c responses to possible climatic
and geographic covariates (e.g., Shelton et al. ����, Ward et al. ����,�orson et al. ����b, ����). We
modelled each species and maturity class separately because, although these density pa�erns are
correlated, explicitly modelling those relationships among ground�sh species has not been shown
to dramatically improve precision of overall estimates (�orson and Barne� ����), andmaintaining
independent estimates should make identi�cation of shared climate responses more conservative.

We modelled biomass density with a Tweedie distribution and a log link because densities
contain both zeros and positive continuous values (Tweedie ����, Dunn and Smyth ����, Anderson
et al. ����):

.B,C ⇠ Tweedie
�
`B,C , ?,q

�
, 1 < ? < 2 , (�)

`B,C = exp
�
UC + W1,C⇡B,C + W2,C⇡2

B,C + lB + nB,C
�
, (�)

W1,C ⇠ Normal
⇣
W1,C�1,f

2
W1

⌘
, (�)

W2,C ⇠ Normal
⇣
W2,C�1,f

2
W2

⌘
, (�)

! ⇠ MVNormal (0, ⌃l ) , (�)

✏C ⇠ MVNormal (0, ⌃n ) , (�)

where .B,C represents the biomass density at point in space B and time C , ` represents the mean
biomass density, ? represents the Tweedie power parameter, and q represents the Tweedie dis-
persion parameter. �e parameter UC represents the mean e�ect for each year, and W1,C and W2,C
represent time-varying coe�cients associated with depth (⇡) and depth-squared covariates (⇡2),
respectively, which both follow a random walk constrained by f2W1 and f

2
W2 . �e initial values W1,C

and W2,C at C = 1 share an implied Uniform(�1,1) prior. We considered alternative covariates not
described here (Supporting Methods) �e parameters lB and nB,C represent spatial and spatiotem-
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poral random e�ects that were assumed drawn from Gaussian Markov random �elds (e.g., Latimer
et al. ����, Cressie and Wikle ����, Lindgren et al. ����) with covariance matrices ⌃l and ⌃n that
were constrained by Matérn covariance functions (Cressie and Wikle ����). �e covariance matri-
ces for a given maturity-species combination shared a common ^ parameter that controls the rate
of decay of spatial correlation with distance (Cressie and Wikle ����).

We modelled the spatial components as random �elds using a triangulated mesh with vertices
selected using a k-means algorithm (via the k-means function in R; e.g., Shelton et al. ����) at
a speci�ed number of locations, known as knots, used to approximate the spatial variability in
observations. We used ��� knots for mature density, ��� for immature density, and ��� for less
well-sampled species (Bocaccio Sebastes paucispinis, Shortraker Sebastes borealis, and immature
Redstripe Rock�sh Sebastes proriger). Based on estimated values of the spatial surface at these
knot locations, we used bilinear interpolation to approximate a continuous spatial �eld (Rue et al.
����, Lindgren et al. ����).

We �t our models in R version �.�.� (R Core Team ����) with the R package sdmTMB (Anderson
et al. ����, ����), which interfaces automatic di�erentiation and the Laplace approximation in the
TMB (Template Model Builder) R package (Kristensen et al. ����) with the SPDE (Stochastic Partial
Di�erential Equation) approximation to Gaussian Markov �elds from the INLA (Integrated Nested
Laplace Approximation) R package (Rue et al. ����) to �nd the value of the �xed e�ects that min-
imizes the the marginal negative log likelihood. We con�rmed that the non-linear optimizer had
converged by checking that the Hessian matrix was positive de�nite and the maximum absolute
gradient across �xed e�ects was < 0.005.

Estimating climate velocities

Bo�om temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) levels have been collected on most tows during
the synoptic bo�om trawl surveys since ����, using Seabird Electronics SBE �� pro�lers. From
these measurements, we predicted sea�oor climate using an approach similar to the one described
above for biomass density except we used a Gaussian observation model, ��� knots, and allowed
the spatiotemporal random �elds to follow an autoregressive (AR�) process:

⇠B,C ⇠ Normal
�
`B,C ,f

2� , (�)

`B,C = XB,C� + lB + GB,C , (�)

! ⇠ MVNormal (0, ⌃l ) , (�)

xC=1 ⇠ MVNormal(0, ⌃n ), (��)

xC>1 = dxC�1 +
p
1 � d2✏C , ✏t ⇠ MVNormal (0, ⌃n ) . (��)

Here ⇠B,C represents the climate variable (bo�om temperature or log DO) in space B and time C , `
represents the mean, and f represents the observation error standard deviation. �e symbol XB,C

represents a vector of predictors (described below) and � represents a vector of corresponding
parameters. �e spatial random e�ects lB were de�ned as in Eq. � whereas the spatiotemporal
random e�ects were structured to follow a stationary AR� process with �rst-order correlation
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d . Because DO is known to be in�uenced by both water temperature and seasonal biological
processes, we included a quadratic e�ect for temperature and a linear e�ect for day of year along
with estimated means for each year. Although not shown above for simplicity, we again allowed
the quadratic depth covariates to follow a random walk through time as in Eq. �. Our bo�om
temperature model �xed e�ects included only estimated means for each year (and depth e�ects),
because inclusion of day of year did not improve model �t based on AIC (Akaike Information
Criterion). Because bo�om temperature data (but not DO) have been collected in synoptic surveys
since ����, we included these earlier data in the temperature model to provide more information
for estimating the �xed spatial random �eld and depth e�ects lB .

For all climate and biomass models, we then projected the model predictions onto a 4 ⇥ 4 km
grid (UTM � projection) representing the survey domain. We excluded all cells with predicted
conditions outside the range of conditions observed during sampling (��% quantiles of �.�� to
��.� �C and �.�� to �.�� ml/L DO). We then calculated gradient-based velocities of change and
constituent local trends and spatial gradients for each cell. Gradient velocities (+ ) were calculated
as a ratio of the temporal trend (linear regression slope of each cell’s climate time series) divided
by gradient in space 6 of variable �

+B = (��B/�C) /6B , (��)

where � is any temporally varying feature of focal cell B . Depending on the portion of the survey
grid considered, we calculated the trend through time for biennial time-steps between ���� and
���� (� surveys across �� years) or ���� and ���� (� surveys across � years), but reported values for
all cells as a rate of change, or trend, per decade (Table �). �e spatial gradient 6B was calculated as
the vector sum of themean north-south and east-west gradients based on a 3G3 cell neighbourhood
(Burrows et al. ����); however, the values of � from which a spatial gradient is calculated can be
based on any particular subset of times C , or the mean of all �C .

�e magnitudes of gradients 6B strongly in�uence the distribution of velocities + . Most prior
applications of gradient-based velocities have used 6B calculated from the mean cell conditions of
the entire period analyzed (e.g., Burrows et al. ����, Molinos et al. ����). Estimated velocities will
tend to be larger (as6B ! 0,+B ! 1) whenmore estimates (in this case sample years) are averaged
for the cells included in the 6B calculation, because a larger sample reduces the variability between
the mean values of adjacent cells. Furthermore, the gradients most relevant to the actual distance
an organism would need to travel are those present a�er changes have begun to occur. Given that
samples were collected only once every two years and that there is variability among species in
terms of when dispersal occurs and how long it takes, we used the last two sample periods in our
estimates of spatial gradients (����–����). �is time period begins the �rst survey season following
the onset of the ����–����marine heat wave in the north-eastern Paci�c (Peterson et al. ����) and
is approximately the end point of the transition to warmer conditions in the Bering sea (Alabia
et al. ����). We calculated spatial gradients using the vocc R package (Brown and Schoeman ����)
and collapsed extreme velocity estimates to their �.��� and �.��� quantiles to reduce the impact
of outliers from the resulting heavy-tailed distributions.
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Linking biotic�anges with climate

To explore the relationship between change in estimated local climate and percent changes in
estimated biomass densities for each 4 ⇥ 4 km grid cell, we used similar spatial GLMMs to control
for spatial autocorrelation among cells. Our models estimated the rate of change in biomass (. )
of each maturity class of each species as a function of local climate change (temperature and DO)
and an interaction between the mean climate of each cell and its local rate of change:

�.: [B ] ⇠ Normal
�
`: [B ],f

2� , (��)

`: [B ] = V0,: [B ] + V1,: [B ]) B + V2,: [B ]�)B + V3,: [B ]) B�)B+
V4,: [B ]$B + V5,: [B ]�$B + V6,: [B ]$B�$B + V7,: [B ].: [B ] + l: [B ],

(��)

!: ⇠ MVNormal (0, ⌃l ) , for : = 1, . . . , , (��)

VA ,: ⇠ Normal
⇣
[A ,: ,f

2
VA

⌘
, for : = 1, . . . , and A = 0, . . . , 7, (��)

where ) B and �)B represent the mean temperature and decadal trend in temperature for spatial
location B . A row of data represents a given spatial grid cell B and species-maturity : combination.
�e symbols$B and �$B represent mean dissolved oxygen and decadal trend in dissolved oxygen,
and the symbol.: [B ] represents log biomass density for species-maturity: . Parameters V0 through
V7 (indexed by A ) represent coe�cients that are allowed to vary as random e�ects across species
with means [A ,: and variances f2VA . We accounted for spatial autocorrelation through the spatial
random e�ects l: [B ] , which follow a Matérn Gaussian Markov random �eld as described above.

We �t model con�gurations where both biomass and climate were calculated as either raw
temporal trends or gradient-based velocities. �e trend-based models assessed whether biomass
changes were correlated with changes in climate at the 4 ⇥ 4 km grid cell scale. �e velocity-
based models assessed whether changes in biomass, especially those with low local variability
in biomass, were correlated with the predicted speed of climate isoclines within the 12 ⇥ 12 km
neighbourhood of cells. We did not include both trends and velocities in the same model because
both the units and spatial scales captured are di�erent.

For each maturity class of each species, we included all grid cells that encompassed ��% of
the mean total biomass across all sample years and the mean log biomass density of each cell as
a covariate to reduce the in�uence of changes occurring only at either the highest or lowest den-
sities for a particular species. �ese models used a ��� knot mesh, Gaussian observation errors
when estimating trends, and Student-t observation errors (with a degrees of freedom �xed at �)
to account for heavy-tailed residuals when estimating velocities. We scaled all covariates by their
standard deviations. We centered local average temperature, DO, and log biomass density by their
overall means, but kept temperature and DO trend variables uncentered to maintain interpretabil-
ity. We tested additional covariates, including local changes in �shing intensity, but we have not
included them in the �nal models because they did not change our conclusions (see Supplementary
Methods).
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Simulation study

We conducted a simulation study to assess: (�) the ability of the geostatistical models to cope with
the high levels of spatial covariance inherent in spatial grid-based climate and biomass estimates,
and (�) to what extent similarities in climate and biotic spatial gradients were responsible for the
observed pa�erns in the velocity-based models. We simulated biomass trends for each species
as random �elds using the true variance and spatial correlation parameters estimated for each
species. Next, we assessed how well our trend-based model accounted for spatial autocorrelation
among grid-based estimates by re-��ing the trend-based model using four unique iterations of the
simulated data and contrasting the e�ect sizes and number of species that showed a signi�cant re-
lationship with climate trends in the observed vs. simulated models. If the spatial random e�ects
were e�ective in preventing type I errors, the trend-based models using simulated data should
not show a signi�cant e�ect of climate more than expected by chance. In the case of velocities,
we used the ratio of the simulated biomass trends to the observed spatial gradients in biomass
to simulate biotic velocities (henceforth, ‘time-null’ velocities). �is approach maintains the rela-
tionships between spatial gradients in biomass and climate that are likely to occur because both
species abundances and climate on the sea�oor are correlated with depth. Rather than being a test
of spatial autocorrelation, these time-null velocities were used to test how important the gradient
component was to the results of the ��ed velocity model.

Null models based on simulated biotic trends and observed climate trends showed fewer sig-
ni�cant relationships at the species level than would be expected by chance (Figures S�, S�, and
S�), con�rming that the spatial random e�ects in our models (e.g., Figure S�) successfully con-
trolled for the spatial autocorrelation. In contrast, models predicting time-null biotic velocities did
produce more signi�cant e�ects then would be expected by chance (Figures S�, S�, and S� vs. S�).
�ese associations were likely due to the simulated velocities being based on the observed spatial
gradients (Figure S�); however, comparisons between the velocity model and time-null models
suggest that some pa�erns cannot be accounted for by similarities in the spatial gradients and can
be reliably a�ributed to variation in temporal trends (di�erences between areas encompassed in
black vs. grey violins for interaction terms in Figure �b). �is is in contrast to the complete overlap
in black and grey violins for DO velocity in Figure �b, which indicates that any set of species with
identical overall distributions and population variability, but completely random biomass trends,
would be likely to show just as many signi�cant species-speci�c e�ects. Taken together, these
simulations suggest that the velocity model e�ectively combines both the temporal and spatial
dimensions of biotic and climate change, which provides support for our choice to focus on this
approach.

Life-history and ecological correlates of climate sensitivity

To assess potential ecological mechanisms and the extent to which the temporal and spatial scales
considered were appropriate for the di�erent species, we used mixed-e�ect models to assess con-
cordance between species’ life-history traits and ecology and the estimated e�ect of climate ve-
locity. We �rst assessed the independent e�ects of mean population age (among immature pop-
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ulations only) and occupied depth (mean and range). We then tested for independent relation-
ships between climate sensitivity and ecological groupings (including range limits, foraging zones,
trophic level, and sociality), while controlling for the depth total ranges occupied (see Supplemen-
tary Methods).

Results

Climate trends and velocities

We estimated bo�om temperature and DO values biennially between late May and early August
during ����–���� or ����–����, depending on the surveyed area. Sea�oor temperature varied
from �.� �C to ��.� �C (��% quantile range) across 4⇥ 4 km grid cells that had a mean depth within
the ��th quantile range of sampled depths (�� to ����m). For the same range of survey depths, DO
ranged between �.� ml/L and �.� ml/L (��% quantiles). For both temperature and DO, the highest
values were associated with the shallowest depths, while the lowest values were associated with
the deepest locations (Figure �b, c).

Over this period, summer sea�oor temperature increased by an average of �.� �C per decade
across the entire region (��% quantile range of -�.� to �.� �C per decade; Figure �d). In contrast, the
direction of change in sea�oor DO was more variable (��% quantiles: -�.� to �.� ml/L per decade;
Figure �e). Warming tended to be most pronounced in the already warmer locations—mean of
�.� �C/decade in cells shallower than �� m (Figure S��b). Likewise, the greatest decreases in DO
occurred in the shallowest locations (mean: -� ml/L per decade); however, the highest variability
in DO trend (��% quantiles: -�.� to �.� ml/L per decade) occurred between �� and ��� m depths
(Figure S��e). �ere was a tendency for the shallowest depths to be occupied by ground�sh species
that have narrower depth ranges (e.g., Southern Rock Sole, Lepidopse�a billineta, vs. Dover Sole,
Microstomus paci�cus; Figure S��g, Table S�).

When these local climate trends were placed in their geographic context by converting to
gradient-based velocity estimates (Eq. ��), they implied that an organism would have to move an
average of ��.� km/decade (mean of absolute values) to maintain its starting thermal environment
and an average of �� km/decade to maintain initial DO levels. Temperature velocities averaged pos-
itive, representing warming conditions (mean: ��.�; ��% interquantile range of -�� to ��; Figure �f),
while DO velocities averaged negative, representing declining DO levels (-�.��; -�� to ��; Figure �g).
Most locations of high climate velocity occurred in patches throughout �een Charlo�e Sound
and Hecate Strait (dark red patches in Figure �f). �e most negative DO velocities occurred in
shallower portions of Hecate Strait (largest green patch in Figure �g). �e largest velocities tended
to be found across a broader range of depths than the largest climate trends (Figure S��).

Linking biotic�anges with climate

Geostatistical models linking climatic (Figure �d–g) and biotic trends (Figures S�� and S��) or veloc-
ities (Figures S�� and S��) resolved di�erent aspects of biotic change (Figures S� and S�). �e e�ect
of temperature velocity on biotic velocity was weakly positive across species (V : �.�� km/decade
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with ��% CI -�.�� to �.��; point range for “T change” shown in Figure �b), despite a signi�cant
overall �.��% decline in biomass (-�.�� to -�.��) per � SD increase in warming (�.� �C per decade)
based on local temperature trend only (point range for “T change” shown in Figures �a). However,
mean local temperature in�uenced the e�ect of temperature velocity on biotic velocity (V : -�.��,
-�.�� to -�.��; “T interaction” in Figure �b), such that when temperature velocity was high in the
warmest parts of a species’ range, local biomass was more likely to decline and exhibit larger neg-
ative or smaller positive biotic velocities. When temperature velocity was high in the coolest parts
of a species range, local biomass was more likely to increase, and to result in smaller negative or
larger positive biotic velocities.

Interactions between mean climate and climate velocity for each maturity class of each species
can be illustrated as the predicted relationships between climate and biotic velocities at di�erent
mean local conditions (e.g., in Figures �c and S��a, the blue and red lines are the predicted relation-
ships for locations at the �.��� and ��.� quantile of mean local temperatures, respectively). For
Redbanded Rock�sh (Sebastes babcocki) the horizontal blue line indicates stable biomass (small
absolute biotic velocities), while the red line with a negative slope means that biomass was more
likely to be declining across a local area where conditions were warmest on average and ge�ing
warmer across more of the surrounding area (Figure �b). �e slopes of all predicted relationships
(e.g., as illustrated in Figure �c and Figure S��a) are plo�ed for all species-maturity combinations
in Figure �. Consistent with the overall interaction, the majority of species-maturity combinations
with signi�cant interactions between local mean temperature and temperature velocity had nega-
tive interactions (�� of �� coloured dots and lines with red coe�cients to the le� of blue coe�cients
in Figure �a). Over a third of these cases predicted a positive e�ect of increased temperature ve-
locities for both the warmest and coolest locations, but that the relationship was more strongly
positive in the cooler locations (�� of �� species-maturity combinations with negative interactions).

To assess whether these relationships predicted that speci�c species’ biotic velocities were
increasing or decreasing under di�erent climate velocities, the lines displayed in Figures �c and S��a
can be “sliced” at either the minimum temperature velocity experienced by each species (le� end of
lines) or at the maximum (right end of lines). �e expected biotic velocity was near zero for most
species-maturity combinations in locations experiencing minimum climate velocity (Figure �a)
regardless of mean temperature. However, the expected biotic velocity was strongly negative for
a number of species-maturity combinations (�� of ��) in the warmest locations when experiencing
maximum climate velocity and tended to be positive in cooler locations experiencing the same
high climate velocity (e.g., Paci�c Halibut, Hippoglossus stenolepis; Figure �b).

A�er controlling for temperature, the average e�ect of DO velocity on biotic velocity was
negative across species (V : -�.�� km/decade, -�.�� to -�.��; point and range for “DO change” in
Figure �b) despite there being a positive e�ect of DO trend on biomass trend (V : �.�� % increase in
biomass, �.�� to �.��; point and range for “DO change” in Figure �a). �us, while increasing DO
was associatedwith increases in biomass at a local scale, DO velocity was not on average correlated
with biotic velocities. However, unlike for temperature, DO velocity did not interact with mean
DO availability consistently across species (V : �.��, -�.�� to �.��). Only two species (those with
green point ranges on the positive side of the x-axis in Figure �b) showed the expected interaction
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where locations with lower mean DO levels experiencing positive DO velocities were associated
with increases in biotic velocity and/or negative DO velocities were associated with decreases in
biotic velocity (e.g., immature Lingcod, Ophiodon elongatus; Figure �). In contrast, several species
experienced declines in biotic velocity when DO velocity increased across the range of mean DO
levels (black point ranges on negative side of x-axis in Figure �b).

Life-history and ecological correlates of climate sensitivity

We examined possible relationships between responses to climate velocities and each species’ tax-
onomy, traits, and depth distributions. Relationships with biotic velocities that were negative
at high temperatures or positive at low temperatures occurred in members of both the largest
families represented in our analysis, Sebastidae (rock�sh) and Pleuronectidae (righteye �ounders)
suggesting no strong pa�erns of similarity among species belonging to the same genus or fam-
ily (Figures �a and S�; see also non-signi�cant family-level e�ects from hierarchical model, Fig-
ure S��). However, the e�ects of temperature velocities at high temperatures were most negative
for Chondrichthyan biotic velocities (-�.� km/decade per SD in temperature velocity, same units
apply elsewhere) and rock�sh species occupying shelf habitats (-�.�), neutral for continental slope
rock�sh (�.�) and �at�sh (-�.�), and most positive for sable�sh (�.�; mean across red values in
Figure �a).

Life-history failed to explain substantial variation in climate sensitivity in the warmest loca-
tions, although more negative e�ects tended to be clustered in shallow depths and among younger
immature populations (Figure S��). However, the positive e�ects of temperature velocities on bi-
otic velocities in the coolest locations were strongest in species occupying a larger range of depths
(V : �.��, �.�� to �.��) and for immature populations with younger mean age (V : -�.�, -�.� to �).
Ecological factors were somewhat be�er at accounting for negative e�ects in the warmest loca-
tions. �e e�ects of temperature velocity at highmean temperatures di�ered signi�cantly between
species depending on diet (lower biotic velocities in zooplantivores than species at higher trophic
levels; V : -�.��, -�.�� to -�.��), and use of foraging zones (higher biotic velocities in demersal
species relative to benthopelagic; V : �.��, �.�� to �.��) a�er accounting for mean depth occupied
(Figure S�� top row). �e strongest negative e�ects of warming temperature velocities (estimated
for the warmest parts of a species distribution) were for species occurring at intermediate depths,
whereas most species with mean encounter depths deeper than ��� m appeared to increase in
biotic velocity with more positive temperature velocities (Figure S��c).

In contrast, DO velocities at low mean DO locations only showed a strong positive e�ect on
Lingcod biotic velocities (�.�) and negative e�ects were strongest for both continental slope rock-
�sh (-�.�) and �at�sh (-�.�; mean across green values in Figure �b). �ese negative relationships
represent declining biotic velocity with increasing DO, or visa versa, and tended to be stronger
both for species occupying deeper locations on average (V : -�.��, -�.�� to -�.��; Figure S��d) and
a larger range of depths (V : -�.��, -�.� to �). It is notable, however, that the e�ect of trends in
DO on percent change in biomass were also negative at these depths despite being mostly positive
at intermediate depths (Figure S��b). At these intermediate depths (the mean occupied depth for
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species in this analysis of about ���m), the e�ects of DO velocity at low DOwas also most negative
for species foraging at higher trophic levels (V : -�.��, -�.�� to �.��), in the demersal zone (V : -�.��,
-�.�� to -�.��), and with more solitary habits (V : -�.��, -�.�� to -�.��; Figure S�� bo�om row).

Discussion

Using novel geostatistical models �t to bo�om temperature, DO, and demersal �sh biomass from
scienti�c trawl surveys, we related trends and velocities between climatic and biotic variables
across �� species. Local declines in demersal �sh biomass were, on average, associated with warm-
ing trends and decreases in DO. However, a�er converting trends to velocities, a clear interac-
tion between temperature velocity and mean bo�om temperature emerged. On average, and for
roughly half the species-maturity combinations, temperature velocity had a more negative e�ect
on biotic velocity in already warm locations than in relatively cool locations. Converting these
interaction e�ects into expected values, approximately one quarter of species-maturity combina-
tions experienced declines (negative biotic velocities) in the warmest locations when experiencing
maximum warming. In contrast, locations experiencing minimal warming or cool locations ex-
periencing maximum warming experienced stable or increasing biotic velocities. Characteristics
such as trophic level, foraging zone, and sociality, as well as potentially confounding variables
such as commercial �shing e�ort or catch explained li�le of the observed e�ects. Although DO
velocity results were more equivocal, planktivores responded more positively to DO velocity un-
der low DO conditions (Figure S��f) than species with more diverse or higher trophic-level diets.
�is suggests that the prevalence of strong negative relationships between DO and biotic veloci-
ties (Figure �b) might be explained by increases in primary production in benthic environments,
causing decreases in DO due to increased rates of decomposition (Keister et al. ����).

Our analysis is the �rst, to our knowledge, to explore how the interaction between climate
change velocities and local mean climate conditions a�ect �ne-scale biotic velocities, and the
�rst to contrast pa�erns between trends and velocity indices. Globally, the impact of temper-
ature change in marine environments appears to be highly dependent on local mean tempera-
tures, whether measured in range shi�s relative to temperature velocity (e.g., Lenoir et al. ����) or
species richness and abundance in response to temperature trends (e.g., Antão et al. ����). Specif-
ically, this la�er meta-analysis of pa�erns in marine taxa found that abundance was positively
correlated with warming, except in the warmest of locations (Antão et al. ����). While our trend
model indicated an overall negative e�ect of rising temperatures on local �sh density, the velocity
model was consistent with the global pa�ern in showing that most negative relationships occurred
only in already warm locations (Figure �). Large climate velocities re�ect more spatially uniform
environments—where an organism would need to move greater distances to maintain constant
climate—and likewise, small velocities re�ect more spatially heterogeneous environments (Loarie
et al. ����). As a result, more spatially uniform regions have greater weight in the velocity model
than in the trend model, and this stretching and compressing of trend values based on spatial
heterogeneity likely explains why the negative interactive e�ect of mean temperature was only
detected for velocities. Overall, we focused primarily on the velocity results since they represent
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a more ecologically meaningful measure than trends alone, given that they account for the lo-
cal reality species face if tracking a constant environment (Brito-Morales et al. ����) or prey that
themselves track the environment.

For many species, we do not know how far individuals travel on a daily or seasonal basis, so
uncertainty remains as to the extent to which the modelled spatial resolution is appropriate for
each of the species in this analysis. While the trend- and velocity-based models capture slightly
di�erent spatial scales (4 ⇥ 4 km focal cell vs. 12 ⇥ 12 km encompassed when considering pat-
terns among neighbouring cells as well), both resolutions are smaller than what is o�en used for
analyses of climate change in the marine environment (Oestreich et al. ����, Pinsky et al. ����),
substantial environmental changes can occur at even smaller scales, and these local-scale e�ects
may be especially important for species with high site �delity (e.g., Yelloweye Rock�sh Sebastes
ruberrimus, Hannah and Rankin ����). However, in order to detect the impact of climate change
on rock�sh (many of which have generation times > �� yrs), one would require either data in
excess of �� years, or to contrast pa�erns of change between age classes. Indeed, responses to
environmental change can be expected to di�er between species, depending on the life history of
species including physiological tolerances, lifespan, and dispersal pa�erns (Massiot-Granier et al.
����). Furthermore, reaching reproductive maturity frequently results in shi�s in dispersal pat-
terns, habitat selectivity, physiological tolerances (Laurel et al. ����), and therefore represents a
potentially important break point for understanding the impacts of climate change. Given the rel-
atively short timescale encompassed in our analysis (one decade), we expected to �nd stronger
pa�erns in shorter-lived/immature portions of populations and more pelagic species. Within im-
mature populations, those with a younger mean age were found to exhibit the most extreme re-
sponses to temperature velocity (positive in coolest locations and negative in warmest locations;
Figure S��c); however, immature populations did not have overall stronger responses than mature
populations (Figure S��b). Ecological responses were somewhat complicated by interactions with
depths occupied; but, contrary to expectation, more extreme responses tended to belong to dem-
ersal foraging and solitary species, rather than those with more pelagic or schooling behaviours
(Figure S��c, g, h).

Aggregate metrics such as the centre of gravity have also demonstrated that demersal �shes
use both shi�s in latitude and depth to track changes in ocean temperatures (e.g., Perry et al. ����,
Dulvy et al. ����, Li et al. ����), but evidence that range edges on the North American continental
shelf have shi�ed further north than expected or even contracted southward, suggest roles for
competition, climate-independent mortality and/or density-dependent habitat selection (Li et al.
����, Fredston et al. ����). Indeed, �shing pressure on the Atlantic shelf was found to be more
important than average bo�om temperature for predicting centre of gravity for �ve ground�sh
species, despite temperature being more correlated with variance in biomass (Adams et al. ����).
�is la�er result suggests that there was spatial variability in temperature, or responses to temper-
ature, which were not fully captured by the centre of gravity (VanDerWal et al. ����). Fine-scale
local e�ects may contribute to the relatively greater in�uence of temperature relative to �shing
pressure in our analysis. Ground�sh species in the eastern Bering Sea also do not show a strong
correlation even for local climate and biotic velocities, but no interaction with mean conditions
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was reported (Alabia et al. ����). Another potential explanation for stronger negative e�ects on
Canadian Paci�c ground�sh is that species here are closer to the southern ends of their distribu-
tions and may therefore be closer to the warm end of their temperature tolerances, especially in
the warmest locations. However, although we found the strongest negative biotic velocities in
these warmer locations, species nearer to their northern range limit were not more likely to show
a positive response to temperature.

�ere are a number of limitations to our analysis. First, our analysis cannot separate �sh
movement in response to climate from a host of other possible explanations. For example, local
changes in biomass density can be a result of movement, local population growth, age cohorts
beyond our twomaturity categories, changes in average body size (Shackell et al. ����, Laurel et al.
����), or e�ects of �shing not captured by the metrics of total catch or hours �shed. Indeed, some
of the hypothesized e�ects of warming climate and lower DO on �shes include higher metabolism
and ability to store fat, reduced productivity, and slower growth resulting in generally smaller �sh
(Klein et al. ����, Madeira et al. ����). Furthermore, changes in local density may be correlated
with climate, not because of ground�sh thermal preference, but because ground�sh seek prey or
avoid predators that have themselves shi�ed their distribution in response to climate. Second,
there are limitations to our data. �e CTD climate data from Canadian Paci�c trawl surveys are
only available from ���� onward, the surveys occur in one seasonal period (May to August) and
cover a given region only once every two years. Also, some of the species (e.g., shallower rock�sh
species) may be be�er sampled by longline gear than trawl gear. �is spatial and temporal scope
will miss overlap in major life-history events for some species (e.g., Sable�sh; Beamish ����), or
seasonal movements (e.g., Paci�c Halibut; Loher ����). Importantly, the input data for our meta-
analytic model are predictions from our �rst-stage geostatistical models. �ird, it is possible that
climate conditions may themselves a�ect survey catchability. For example, ground�sh may �ee
gear more slowly or aggregate to avoid low DO conditions (Craig ����), thereby making �sh more
catchable and biasing observations.

Our work suggests multiple future research directions. First, future e�orts may aim to identify
common spatial pa�erns across species using spatial dimension reduction tools such as spatial
factor analysis (�orson et al. ����a). Areas where species overlap in their response would repre-
sent important areas for conservation (Brito-Morales et al. ����), but also areas where competition
may be expected to increase or new �sheries interactions may occur. Second, some rock�sh are
be�er sampled by longline survey gear and future analyses could use such survey data, or com-
bine survey data from multiple gear types (Webster et al. ����), to develop a composite density
estimate. �ird, our analysis used CTD data, which was only available for spring or summer from
���� onwards and required a statistical model to extrapolate to the full region. An alternative
would be a ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) model (Peña et al. ����), which could extend
the temporal scope, allow for accounting of climate at other times of the year (e.g., temperature
during spawning; Laurel and Rogers ����), allow for inclusion of variables not typically measured
with survey data (e.g., primary production), and allow for forward projections. Preliminary inves-
tigations indicated a strong correlation between our CTD projections and recently updated ROMS
bo�om temperatures. With the greater spatial and temporal extent that ROMS data will provide,
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calculation of more geographically precise analog-based climate velocities could be used to further
re�ne the identi�cation of areas important for conservation (Brito-Morales et al. ����).

Climate change is expected to have large impacts on �sh stocks and their management, par-
ticularly with respect to changes in species distribution (e.g., Tommasi et al. ����, Karp et al. ����,
Free et al. ����). Legislation and policy in jurisdictions around the world (e.g., the US Magnuson-
Stevens Act, Canada’s Fisheries Act, the European Marine Strategy Framework Directive) require
that environmental conditions a�ecting �sh stocks be accounted for in management decisions
such as se�ing sustainable catch limits and developing rebuilding plans. However, there is of-
ten a mismatch between scale of climate predictions, the scale at which species respond, and the
scale of management decisions (Stock et al. ����, Maureaud et al. ����). For example, the popula-
tions analyzed in this study are managed at the mesoscale, with catch limits o�en determined for
individual substocks (DFO ����). �e metrics presented in our paper represent �ne-scale indica-
tors of response to a changing environment, which are useful for assessing risk and conservation
planning (Brito-Morales et al. ����). Shi�s in distribution, such as those reported here, can have
implications for calculation of indices of abundance, and estimates of stock size and stock status,
which in turn may impact harvest recommendations (Szuwalski and Hollowed ����, Karp et al.
����). Analyses such as ours can be incorporated into frameworks for improving advice for the
management of �sheries under climate change (e.g. Plagányi et al. ����, Punt et al. ����, Karp et al.
����).
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Tables

Table �: Gradient-based velocity metrics and their de�nitions. Climatic variables are temperature
and dissolved oxygen (DO); biotic variables are biomass density for the mature and immature
components of a species. Climatic and biotic variables are represented generically by �. Our
analysis treated gradient-based velocity as a scalar, using only the magnitude component of the
velocity vector.

Term Notation De�nition Magnitude Sign

Local trend <�
B = ��B

�C Change in local biotic
or climatic scalar �
per decade

Temporal rate
of change in �

Increasing (+) or
decreasing (�)
local trend in �

Spatial gradient Æ6�B Vector sum
(magnitude, angle) of
mean north or south
and east or west
gradients of � in a
3 ⇥ 3 cell spatial
neighbourhood

Spatial rate of
change in �

Vector
magnitude and
angle always
positive (+)

Gradient-based
velocity

Æ+�
B = <�

B

Æ6�B
Vector velocity
(magnitude, angle)
from local trend of �
divided by vector
local spatial gradient
of �

Speed of travel
predicted to
maintain initial
�

Increasing (+) or
decreasing (�)
based on the
local trend in �
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Figures

Figure �: Maps of study area (a), predicted mean conditions (b, c), decadal trends (d, e), and decadal
velocities (f, g) of bo�om temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) for ����–���� o� the coast of
British Columbia, Canada. Values are estimated using geostatistical spatiotemporal models of CTD
sensor data collected during late-spring/early-summer ground�sh trawl surveys. Bathymetry lines
at every ��� m are overlaid in shades of grey that increase with depth.
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Figure �: Distribution of species-speci�c (random e�ect) coe�cients from the model ��ed to ob-
served data (black violins) compared with coe�cients from four simulated null models (gray vio-
lins). Each “violin” is based on a single model including all species (a: trend-based models where
climate and biotic change variables are all local trends; b: velocity models where climate and biotic
change variables are all velocities). Black points with ranges represent the observed-data global
(�xed e�ect) coe�cient estimates with ��% CIs. Null models used ��ed covariate values, but sim-
ulated response data. Simulated time-null velocities used these same simulated trends divided by
the real spatial gradients. �e x-axes have been truncated slightly for interpretability.
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Figure �: Maps and interaction plots for two illustrative species representing the most frequent
relationship with temperature (le� column) and the expected response with DO (right column).
Mature Sebastes babcocki had stable, near-zero, biotic velocities regardless of amount of warm-
ing in the coolest regions it occupied, and decreases in biomass when temperatures increased in
warmer regions (a,c,e,g). Immature Ophiodon elongatus biotic velocities increased with positive
DO velocities in low mean DO locations only (b,d,f,h). In panel c, a blue line represents predicted
biotic velocity (., y-axis) for di�erent temperature velocities (G , x-axis) in the coolest locations
(�.��� quantile of those occupied by ��% of the estimated biomass of each species) and a red line
represents the same for the warmest locations (�.��� quantile). Likewise, for predictions at dif-
ferent DO velocities, green represents the lower quantile of mean DO and yellow the higher (d).
Both the colours and slopes illustrated correspond with those in Figure �. �e maps include biotic
velocity estimates for all locations that cumulatively account for ��% of the estimated biomass of
each species (a, b), and the same climate estimates as in Figure �, but trimmed to include only the
values for the same locations as the biotic velocities for each species predicted relationships.
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Figure �: Mean climate and climate change interact in predicting biotic velocities (km/decade) for
�� ground�sh species. Coloured dot-whiskers indicate slopes and ��% CIs of the predicted biotic
velocities with � SD of change in climate velocity for the low and high ��% quantiles of mean local
climate (i.e., the slopes of lines in interaction plots like those in Figure �c, d). Species are ordered
by the di�erence between the slopes at the highest and lowest quantiles of mean climate such
that the more intuitive results are at the top: increases in climate velocity have a more positive
impact on biotic velocity when starting at a lowmean temperature (a) or DO level (b). Open circles
indicate pa�erns for immature �sh and closed circles represent individuals large enough to have a
��% chance of having reached reproductive maturity, or belonging to species for which maturity
data was not available. Black dot-whiskers represent the slopes for each maturity class when the
interaction is not signi�cant.
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Figure �: Estimates of biotic velocities (km/decade with ��% CI) for �� ground�sh species under
di�erent mean temperatures (blue and red represent low and high ��% quantiles) occupied and
at (a) the minimum and (b) maximum temperature velocities experienced for each species. Open
circles indicate pa�erns for immature �sh and closed circles represent individuals large enough
to have a ��% chance of being reproductively mature, or belonging to species for which maturity
data were not available. Species are ordered by the minimum estimates at the maximum climate
velocity experienced for each species. �erefore, species most likely to experience population
declines with increasing temperatures are at the top.
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